We consider the Hodge filtration on the sheaf of meromorphic functions along free divisors for which the logarithmic comparison theorem hold. We describe the Hodge filtration steps as submodules of the order filtration of a cyclic presentation of the module of meromorphic functions. We apply this to compute Hodge ideals of such divisors in some examples.
Introduction
For a divisor D in a complex manifold X of dimension n, we consider the sheaf O X ( * D) of meromorphic functions along D. It is well-known that this is a coherent and even holonomic left D X -module, which underlies a mixed Hodge module on X. The latter can be constructed in a functorial way as j * Q H U [n], where U := X\D, j : U ֒→ X is the canonical embedding, and Q H U [n] denotes the constant pure Hodge module on U . The aim of this paper is the computation of the Hodge filtration of the mixed Hodge module j * Q H U [n] for certain divisors. This question has some history, but has recently been re-considered in a series of article (see [MP16, MP19b, MP18, MP19a] ) by Mustaţȃ It is known (see [MP16, Proposition 10 .1] as well as [Sai09, Theorem 0.4]) that the zeroth Hodge ideal I 0 (D) coincides with the multiplier ideal J ((1 − ε)D). Notice that the latter, although originally defined either analytically or via birational methods (see, e.g., [Laz04, Section 9] and the references given therein) was already known to have a description via D-modules, see [BS05, Theorem 0.1]. For X projective, there is the celebrated Nadel vanishing theorem for the multiplier ideals, and one looks for similar statements for the higher Hodge ideals (see [MP16, Section G and H] and also [Dut18] ); these have applications e.g. if X = P n or if X is an abelian variety. The known results on these ideals mostly concern the case of isolated singularities, see e.g. [JKYS19, Zha18] . In this paper, we are interested in a specific class of divisors with highly non-isolated singular loci (namely, we will have codim D (D sing ) = 1, in particular, these divisors are not normal). These are the so-called free divisors, introduced and first studied by K. Saito almost 40 years ago (see [Sai80] ). They often appear as discriminants in a generalized sense, e.g., discriminants of singularities of maps (e.g. isolated hypersurface or complete intersection singularities, see, e.g. [Loo84] , or of reduced space curves [vS95] ) or discriminants in quiver representation spaces (see, e.g., [GMNS09] ). Another important class of free divisors are free hyperplane arrangements (see, e.g., [Dim17, Chapter 8]), and we will perform some computations for Hodge ideals for low-dimensional examples of free arrangements in section 4 below.
If D is free, then we have the equality
Hence the terms of the so-called logarithmic de Rham complex of (X, D), i.e., the complex (Ω • X (log D), d) are locally free O X -modules. Notice that the most basic example of a free divisor is a divisor with simple normal crossings, in which case the logarithmic de Rham complex is a well studied object. It is particularly useful for the construction (due to Deligne, see, e.g., [PS08, II.4]) of a mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of the complement U = X\D. If D has simple normal crossings, then it is classical that the logarithmic de Rham complex computes the cohomology of U , in other words, we have a quasi-isomorphism Rj * C U ∼ = (Ω • X (log D), d). This is not always true for any free divisor, but if it is, we say that the logarithmic comparison theorem holds for D (see [CJNMM96] ). This is in particular the case under a condition called strongly Koszul (see [NM15, Corollary 4 .5]), which we recall in the next section (see Definition 2.1 below). A nice feature of divisors in this class is that we have an explicit representation of O X ( * D) ∼ = D X /I where I is a left ideal in D X . Strongly Koszul free divisors are the objects of study of this paper. We prove (see Theorem 3.5 below) that for such divisors we have an inclusion F H • O X ( * D) ⊂ F ord • (D X /I), where the filtration on the right hand side is induced by the filtration by orders of differential operators on D X . It is easy to see that in this situation, we also have F ord • (D X /I) ⊂ P k O X ( * D), so that our result refines the inclusion F H • O X ( * D) ⊂ P k O X ( * D) mentioned above, which is due to Saito (see Remark 3.6 below). We also give a precise description of each filtration step F H k O X ( * D) as a submodule of F ord k (D X /I) which can be used in some cases to compute these modules resp. the corresponding Hodge ideals I k (D). The main tool to obtain these results is to look at the graph embedding i h : X ֒→ C t × X, where h is a local defining equation of D. Then one uses a key property of mixed Hodge modules, which is known as strict specializability. It can be rephrased as a formula (see Formula (7) in section 3 below) describing the Hodge filtration of a module which is the extension of its restriction outside a smooth divisor (which is the hyperplane {t = 0} ⊂ C t × X in our case). In order to use it, we have to compute some steps of the canonical V -filtration along {t = 0} of the module i h,+ O X ( * D). Here we rely crucially on a previous result of the second named author concerning the symmetry of the roots of the b-function of a defining equation h of D, see [NM15] . Indeed, this b-function is closely related to the b-function of the generator of the module i h,+ O X ( * D), and from there one can obtain enough information on the canonical V -filtration. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 below, we recall some general facts on V -filtrations and then describe (see Corollary 2.8) the canonical V -filtration on the graph embedding module of O X ( * D). In the subsequent section 3, we use these results to give a formula (see Theorem 3.5) for the Hodge filtration on O X ( * D). Finally, in section 4, we compute explicitly the zeroth Hodge ideal for a few significant examples.
Canonical and induced V -filtration
For the remainder of this paper (except in subsection 4.5 below, where we explicitly relax these assumptions), we work in the following setup: Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold, and let D ⊂ X be a free divisor satisfying the strongly Koszul hypothesis. Let us recall what this means (see Definition (1.10) of [NM15] ).
Definition 2.1. We say that D is strongly Koszul at p ∈ D if for some (and hence any) basis δ 1 , . . . , δ n of Der(− log D) p and for some (and hence any) reduced equation h ∈ O X,p of (D, p), the sequence h, σ(δ 1 ) − a 1 s, . . . , σ(δ n ) − a n s, with δ i (h) = a i h,
is the total order filtration on D X,p [s] for which vector fields on X as well as the variable s have order 1). We say that D is strongly Koszul if it is so at any p ∈ D (and we sometimes abbreviate this by saying that D is an (SK)-divisor).
Let us notice that in the above definition, the ordering of the sequence is not relevant because their elements are homogeneous. Let us also notice that if D has an Euler local equation h ∈ O X,p , i.e. h belongs to its gradient ideal (with respect to some local coordinates), then there is a basis δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ of Der(− log D) p with δ i (h) = 0 and χ(h) = h. In such a case, D is strongly Koszul at p if and only if h, σ(δ 1 ), . . . , σ(δ n−1 ) is a regular sequence in Gr D X,p (compare with Definition 7.1 and Proposition 7.2 of [GS10] in the case of linear free divisors).
For any point p ∈ D, we chose local coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n on X around p and we let h ∈ O X,p be a reduced local equation of D. Recall the following facts.
Proposition 2.2. In the above situation, we have:
1. D is locally strongly Euler homogeneous, that is, for each p ∈ D there is a vector field χ ∈ Θ X,p which vanishes at p and such that χ(h) = h for some reduced local equation h of D at p.
(Logarithmic comparison theorem)
For each p ∈ D, let us take h and χ as in point 1. and let δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 be a basis of germs at p of vector fields vanishing on h, in such a way that χ, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 is a basis of Der(−log D) p . Then, the D X,p -module of meromorphic functions has the following presentation:
, and the class of the element 1 ∈ D X,p is sent to h −1 ∈ O X,p ( * D) under this isomorphism.
3. Let p ∈ D be a point, h ∈ O X,p be a reduced local equation of D at p and {α 1 , . . . , α k } ⊂ Q be the set of roots of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial b h (s) of h, with α 1 ≤ . . . ≤ α k . Then we have α i ∈ (−2, 0) and α i + α k+1−i = −2 for all i.
Recall that b h (s) is the monic generator of the ideal of polynomials b(s) satisfying P (s)h s+1 = b(s)h s .
Proof. Part 1 is a consequence of Propositions (1.9) and (1.11) of [NM15] . Part 2 is a consequence of Corollary (4.5) of [NM15] . Part 3 is a consequence of Corollary (4.2) of [NM15] .
Remark 2.3. Definition 2.1 is purely algebraic and makes sense in more general rings than analytic local rings O X,p , for instance in polynomial rings R := C[x 1 , . . . , x n ], algebraic local rings of polynomial rings at maximal ideals or formal power series rings. Under this scope, if h ∈ C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is a non-constant reduced polynomial, D = V(h) is the affine algebraic hypersurface with equation h = 0 and D an ⊂ C n is the corresponding analytic hypersurface, we know that D is a (algebraic) free divisor if and only if D an is a (analytic) free divisor, and if so, the following properties are equivalent:
(a) The (affine algebraic) divisor D is strongly Koszul, i.e. for some (and hence for any) basis δ 1 , . . . , δ n of 
, s] is the graded ring of W m [s] with respect to the total order filtration.
(c) The (analytic) divisor D an is strongly Koszul (in the sense of Definition 2.1 above). Now we are going to consider the graph embedding of h applied to the module of meromorphic functions. We obtain the following statement.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose as above that D ⊂ X is an (SK)-free divisor, with local defining equation h. Let i h : X ֒→ C t × X, x → (h(x), x) be the graph embedding of h, then we have an isomorphism of D Ct×X,(t,x)modules
Proof. This is a consequence of the logarithmic comparison theorem, as stated in point 2 of Proposition 2.2. Namely, we know that
.
Now we consider the direct image of this object under the graph embedding. Then we have
by taking into account that δ i (h) = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and χ(h) = h. The claim now follows from the fact that in N (h) we have h∂ t = ∂ t h = ∂ t t.
From now on we will make use of two specific V -filtrations which are defined on the D Ct×X,(t,x) -module N (h). First recall that for any complex manifold M , and for a divisor H ⊂ M with I = I(H) we have the filtration
We will generally suppose that H is smooth, and moreover that it is given by a globally defined equation t ∈ Γ(M, O M ).
Definition-Lemma 2.5. Let M and H = {t = 0} as above.
1. (See [MM04, §4], but note that here we will consider a descending filtration, contrarily as in the cited reference.) Let M be a holonomic D M -module. Choose an ordering on C such that for all α, β ∈ C, we have α < α + 1, α < β ⇐⇒ α + 1 < β + 1 and α < β + m for some m ∈ Z. Then there exists a filtration (V α can M) α∈C uniquely defined by the following properties
can M is called the canonical V -filtration or Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration of M with respect to H or to t. It can be characterized by
Recall that for any holonomic D M -module M, and any section m ∈ M,
and we call the filtration V • ind M the induced V -filtration on M. We will mainly use the above definitions for the case where H is the divisor {t = 0} ⊂ M = C t × X and where M (t,x) = N (h). Next we are interested in the b-function of the generator of the module N (h), since this yields important information on the canonical V -filtration on N (h), as can be seen from the second characterisation of V • can from above.
It can be endowed with an action of t by putting t · P (s)h s := P (s + 1)h s+1 ; if we extend it by linearity, we can define an action of O Ct×X,(t,x) (we will denote it by O for the sake of simplicity). Let us check that such an action is well-defined. Indeed, let a(x, t) = α,k a αk x α t k be a series in O and let us show that we can multiply by a in D X,x [s]h s . As a first step, we will restrict ourselves to consider an element P h s , with P ∈ D X,x . In order to show that a · P h s lies within D X,x [s]h s , it is equivalent by linearity to show it for P = ∂ β , being β ∈ N n a multi-index. Then we will have
where the multi-indices are ordered lexicographically and we are using the standard multi-index notation for the factorial and the binomial numbers. Therefore, a · ∂ β h s belongs to
(2)
Therefore, a · P s j belongs clearly to D X,x [s]h s , as we wanted to show. Note now that [t, s] = t, so the action of s is the same as that of −∂ t t, and thus we have the inclusion
just by extending scalars. Here we denote by D Ct×X,(t,x) h s the D Ct×X,(t,x) -submodule generated by h s of O X,x [s, h −1 ] · h s , notice that the latter has a D Ct×X,(t,x) -structure which can be defined using the fact that the action of t as defined above is invertible. Now it is clear that
[1] (−s). Indeed, we know that there is an operator
in G(h). We know that V 0 ind G(h) is in the image of ψ, so we can affirm that there isQ ∈ D X,
where i h is the graph embedding from X to C t × X as in the statement of Lemma 2.4. In order to reach N (h) we just need to consider the morphism i h,+ ϕ, where ϕ is the localization morphism O X,x → O X,x ( * D). By virtue of point 2 of Proposition 2.2 we know that the element 1 ∈ O X,x ( * D) is sent to [t] ∈ D Ct×X,(t,x) /(δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ). Therefore, the morphism i h,+ ϕ takes [1] to [t] and it is injective, because so is ϕ and i h,+ is an exact functor. Then it is clear than we have that
(−s).
Notice in particular that it follows from the last lemma and point 3 of Proposition 2.2 that the roots of b
[1] (s) are contained in (−1, 1). The proof of the following lemma is inspired from [RS15, Proposition 4.8.], but uses a more refined argument.
Proof. Notice first that since N (h) is holonomic, hence specializable along any smooth hypersurface, any good V -filtration admits a Bernstein polynomial. Hence there is a minimal polynomial b
On the other hand, we also get b
[1] (s) as in the proof of [RS15, Proposition 4.8], so that finally b
[1] (s). In particular, we know that the roots of b 
Then
where the two inclusions marked as * ⊂ are due to the definition of the filtration V • N (h), i.e., due to formula
such that its Bernstein polynomial has all its roots in the interval [0, 1). Now we use [MM04, Proposition 4.3-5] which tells us that for all k ∈ Z, we have
We obtain the following consequence, which gives a precise description of the zeroth step of the canonical V -filtration we are interested in.
Remark 2.9. Suppose that h ∈ O X,x is an arbitrary function such that we have an expression O X,x ( * D) ∼ = D X,x /I for D = V(h) and some left ideal I ⊂ D X,x . In general, we have that the roots of b h (s) are negative rational numbers, i.e., the roots of b
are contained in (−1, ∞) (with the above convention, i.e., such that
which are bigger or equal to 1. Hence the above lemma crucially depends on the duality result contained in point 3 of Proposition 2.2. (see [NM15] ).
We will be later interested in calculating the Hodge filtration on a mixed Hodge module which has i h,+ O X.x ( * D) as underlying D Ct×X,(t,x) -module. For that purpose, we consider the filtration F ord • N (h) which is induced on N (h) by the filtration F • D Ct×X,(t,x) by the order of differential operators. We are going to show a compatibility result between this filtration and the induced V -filtration as considered above (the proof of which more or less follows [RS15, Proposition 4.9]).
For the sake of brevity, let us write D := D Ct×X,(0,x) . Consider the ring
then we have R = Gr F • D (where, as before, F • D is the filtration on D by the order). Obviously, R is graded by the degree of the variables T, X 1 , . . . , X n , and we write R l for the degree l part.
Lemma 2.10. Let D ⊂ X be a free divisor and let x ∈ D such that D is strongly Koszul at x and locally defined by some h ∈ O X,x . Write
Then the set {t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + ∂ t t + 1} is an involutive basis of the ideal I(h), that is, we have the equality
of ideals in R. Here we denote as usual for an element P ∈ D its symbol in R by σ(P ) and by σ(
Proof. This can be shown along the lines of [CM99, Proposition 4.1.2], see also the discussion in [NMS19, Proposition 2.2]. Notice also that Lemma 2.12 below is a similar statement (in a commutative ring though), and we will give some indications of the proof there.
We denote by V • R the filtration induced by V • D (the V -filtration on D with respect to the divisor {t = 0} ⊂ C t × X) on the ring R. It can be described as
It is an easy exercise to check that
where the new symbol s stands for the class of −T · t ∈ R in Gr • V R. Notice that this ring is isomorphic to Gr T • (D[s]) considered in Definition 2.1 above. As usual, for f ∈ R we denote by σ V (f ) ∈ Gr • V R the symbol with respect to V , i.e., the class of f in
Then we have the following fact (which is analogous to the statement of Lemma 2.10 above, and in fact holds in a more general setting for certain filtered rings, although we do not consider such a generality here).
Then we have the equality
We follow the argument given (in a more algebraic situation though) in [SST00, Proposition 4.3.2]. We
Now by assumtion the symbols σ V (f 1 ), . . . , σ V (f 1 ) are a regular sequence in Gr • V R, and this implies that the module of syzygies between these elements of R is generated by the so-called Koszul relations, i.e.,
In other words, we have an equality
Reordering the right hand side of the above equation yields
. Hence if we replace those g i in equation (4) by
which contradicts the above choice of a relation g with maximal o(g). Hence we must have that
We now apply the lemma above in the situation where I is given as the ideal σ(I(h)) ⊂ R (recall that σ denotes the usual symbol with respect to the order filtration F • D). For notational convenience, put G 0 := t − h,
Then we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 2.12. Let D ⊂ X be a free divisor and let x ∈ D such that D is strongly Koszul at x and locally defined by some h ∈ O X,x . Then the set
As a consequence, any f ∈ σ(I(h)) ⊂ R has a standard representation with respect to V • , that is, there are
V R by the very definition of the strong Koszul property (see again Definition 2.1) . Then the statement follows from Lemma 2.11 above.
Corollary 2.13. Let D ⊂ X be a free divisor, let x ∈ D such that D is strongly Koszul at x and locally defined by some h ∈ O X,x . Then
Proof. Since the generators of I(h) belong all to V 0 D, which is a ring, the inclusion
Let P be an operator in I(h) ∩ V 0 D and let us prove that it lies within V 0 D t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + ∂ t t + 1 by induction on the order by the F -filtration. If ord F P = −1, the claim is trivial, for then P = 0. Let us now assume that the statement is true for all Q ∈ F d−1 D for a given non-negative integer d, and let us prove it for any P ∈ F d D. Since P ∈ I(h), we have the expression
Thanks to Lemma 2.10, we know that A ∈ F d D and the B i and C are in F d−1 D and also that σ(P ), which belongs to V 0 R, can be written as
On the other hand, we know after Corollary 2.12 that we can chooseÃ
Then we have that
is a syzygy of the tuple (t − h, σ(δ 1 ), . . . , σ(δ n−1 ), σ(χ) + T t). By Lemma 2.10 again, since this tuple is a regular sequence in R, ς will be a sum of Koszul syzygies (i.e., those of the form a i e j − a j e i for some elements a i , a j of the regular sequence, e i and e j being the corresponding unit vectors).
can be written as a sum of Spencer syzygies of (t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + ∂ t t + 1) (that is, the respective lifts of the Koszul ones in R) plus another
Consequently,
Summing up, we obtain that P ′′ ∈ F d−1 D ∩ V 0 D ∩ I(h), so by the induction hypothesis, it can be written as a linear combination of t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + ∂ t t + 1 with coefficients in V 0 D and thus P too.
We can now show the following result expressing a certain compatibility between the induced V -filtration and the order filtration on N (h).
Proposition 2.14. For all k, l ∈ Z, the canonical morphism
Proof. We rewrite the statement that we are after as a compatibility property between three filtrations on D, the first two being F • D and V • D. The third one is defined (somewhat artificially) as
It is clear that the statement of the proposition is equivalent to the surjectivity of the map
for r = 0. Since both the J-and the F -filtration are exhaustive, we can now apply [Sai88, Corollaire 1.2.14] from which we conclude that surjectivity of the map (5) holds (for all l, k, r) iff the map
is surjective for all l, k, r. However, this is a nontrivial condition only for r < 0 (and it is the same condition for all negative r): For r ≥ 0, it means that the map
is surjective, which is always the case. If r < 0, the map (6) is nothing but
where, as usual, σ l : F l D ։ R l denotes the map sending an operator of degree l to its symbol in R l . We will see that the surjectivity of the latter map follows from the involutivity properties proved above. Namely, let
Then by Lemma 2.10 we have an expression
recall that G 0 := t − h, G 1 := δ 1 , . . . , G n−1 := δ n−1 and G n := χ + ∂ t t + 1. Since obviously the symbols σ(G i ) are homogeneous elements in the ring R = Gr F • D, we have that deg(k i ) = l − deg(σ(G i )) = l − ord(G i ). On the other hand, we know by Corollary 2.12 that ord V (k i ) ≥ ord V (σ(P )) − ord V (σ(G i )), that is,
Moreover, it follows from the concrete form of the operators G 0 , . . . , G n that ord V (σ(G i )) = ord V (G i ) = 0, hence k i ∈ V ord V (σ(P )) R. Now choose any lift of k i to an operator K i ∈ F l−ord(Gi) D ∩ V ord V (σ(P )) D. Such a lift exists since, as we have already noticed above, the map
is surjective for all l, k. Then the element P ′ := n i=0 K i · G i ∈ I(h) is the preimage we are looking for, i.e., σ(P ′ ) = σ(P ) and we have
recall that we had chosen σ(P ) ∈ V k R l ∩ σ l (I(h)). This shows the surjectivity of
and as we said at the beginning of the proof, using [Sai88, Corollaire 1.2.14], the surjectivity of
as required.
Description of the Hodge filtration
We will now apply the results on the canonical V -filtration from the last section to compute the Hodge filtration on the mixed Hodge module which has O X ( * D) as an underlying D X -module. As already indicated, this is done using the graph embedding i h : X ֒→ C t × X and by considering extensions of Hodge module from C * t × X to C × X. Our main tool will be the following formula due to Saito (see, e.g. [Sai93, Proposition 4.2.]). Consider any object H N ∈ MHM(C t ×X) with underlying filtered D Ct×X -module (N , F H • N ) and let j ′ : C * t ×X ֒→ C t ×X be the canonical inclusion. Then
here V • can N is the canonical V -filtration on the D Ct×X -module N , as introduced in Definition-Lemma 2.5. We will apply this formula in the following situation: As before, let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold and D ⊂ X an arbitrary reduced divisor. All along this section, we will assume that D is globally given by a reduced equation h ∈ O X . Notice also that contrary to the last section, we will consider all the objects as sheaves since this is more convenient when applying the functorial constructions from the theory of mixed Hodge modules. Put U := X\D, and consider the following basic diagram:
Here j and j ′ are open embeddings, whereas i h and i ′ h (both are given by x → (x, h(x)) and may be called graph embedding) are closed. We are considering the pure Hodge module Q H U [n] on U . By the functorial properties of the category of mixed Hodge modules, we know that there is an element j * Q H U [n] ∈ MHM(X), whose underlying D X -module is the module M := O X ( * D) of meromorphic functions. We are interested in describing the Hodge filtration on M.
Recall that this is a specific good filtration on M, i.e., an increasing filtration F • M by coherent O X -submodules such that
and there is an index d ∈ Z such that for all l ≥ d and all k ∈ N, this is an equality. We recall the following notation from [Sai09] . 
we have the following presentation
identifying the class of 1 ∈ D U on the right-hand side with the function h −1 ∈ O U . Under this isomorphism, we have F H • O U ∼ = F ord • D U /(χ + 1, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 ), here F ord • denotes the filtration induced on a cyclic D-module by the filtration on D by the order of differential operators. From this presentation, we deduce the following statement. 
Under this isomorphism, we have the following description of the Hodge filtration of
where again F ord • is the filtration by the order.
Proof. We rewrite the graph embedding i ′ h as the composition
is the canonical open embedding. Hence the above diagram (8) now looks as follows
and (see [Sai93, Formula 1.8.6])
Next it is clear that
In the final step, we will have to consider the Hodge filtration on the module
Notice that the closure of Supp D C * t ×U /(t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + 1) in C * t × X is contained in C * t × U , hence, when applying [Sai93, Formula 4.2.1] to the module M = D C * t ×X /(t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + 1) and the morphism (3) i ′ h , we find that
(the second equality follows again since the closure of Supp F ord k (D C * t ×U /(t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + 1)) in C * t ×X is contained in C * t × U ), which finally proves the formula we are after. Next we will deduce from this result a description of the Hodge filtration of the Hodge module j ′
. This is the crucial step towards our main result (Theorem 3.5 below). We will use the results from the last section concerning the canonical V -filtration of the graph embedding module (i h ) + O X ( * D) in an essential way. The result we are after can be stated as follows. from Lemma 2.4 (which, as indicated at the beginning of this section, we write here as an isomorphism of sheaves of D Ct×X -modules rather than of germs) we have the following inclusion of coherent O Ct×X -modules for all k ∈ Z:
Proof. First put for notational convenience
We know by formula (7) that
Since
for all r ∈ N. We have seen in Lemma 2.7 that V k can N (h) ⊂ V k ind N (h) holds for all k ∈ Z, so it suffices to show that we have
we are done by putting p = 0. Otherwise, since m ∈ j ′ * F ord r N ′ (h) (which means by definition that m |C * t ×X ∈ F ord r N ′ (h)) it follows that the class of m in the quotient F ord
hence there is some p such that the class of t p · m is zero in this quotient, that is t p · m ∈ F ord r N (h), and obviously we have
. Now by Proposition 2.14 we know that there exists an operator
. By defintion, P ′ can be written as P ′ = t p · P , where P ∈ V 0 D Ct×X ∩ F r D Ct×X . Then the class [P ] of P in N (h) satisfies [P ] ∈ F ord r N (h) and obviously we have [P ] = m. Hence the inclusion
Using the description of the canonical V -filtration on the module N (h) along the divisor {t = 0} from Corollary 2.8, we can give a more precise description of the Hodge filtration on that module. We also recall from such corollary that B ′ h := {α ∈ Q ∩ (0, 1) | b h (α − 1) = 0}, and for α ∈ B ′ h , we write l α for the multiplicity of α − 1 in b h (s). For notational convenience, we will sometimes shift the filtration F H
and F H k i h,+ O X ( * D) = 0 for all k < 1. In particular, we have the inclusion of O Ct×X -coherent modules
Proof. The inclusion F H k N (h) ⊂ F ord k−1 N (h) obviously follows by induction once we have shown Formula (11), which we do now. From the proof of the last lemma we know already that
so that in particular F H k i h,+ O X ( * D) = 0 for all k < 1 since F ord l N ′ (h) = 0 for negative l. Now we argue by induction: suppose that formula (11) holds for a certain k − 1 ∈ N. Then we obtain from the last displayed formula that
where the last equality comes from the fact that
for all i > 1. Now we conclude using the previous proposition: We know from equation (10) 
by the very definition of the functor (j ′ ) * . As a consequence,
is in fact an equality, and therefore
Now formula (11) follows by replacing the term V 0 can N (h) with the expression from Corollary 2.8. Finally, we deduce from Lemma 2.10 that
and then Formula (12) is a direct consequence of the preceding formula (11).
Our main purpose is to describe the Hodge filtration on O X ( * D), which has the cyclic representation
where the class of 1 on the right-hand side is sent to 1/h. This description is obtained as a consequence of Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 can be formulated as follows. 
is the filtration such that the filtered D X -module (O X ( * D), F H • ) underlies the mixed Hodge module j * Q H U [n] and where again F ord • M(h) denotes the filtration induced on M(h) by the filtration F • D X by the order of differential operators. More precisely, we have the following recursive formula
where we identify quasi-coherent O X -modules with quasi-coherent O Ct×X -modules supported on Γ(h) = V(t−h). This applies in particular to V i ind N (h) since the D Ct×X -module N (h) is supported on Γ(h). Notice that in the last formula, we understand Proof. It is obviously sufficient to prove the second statement, since formula (13) exhibits F H k O X ( * D) as a submodule of F ord k M(h). First notice that we have the equality
of objects in MHM(C t ×X). It follows that the filtered module (N (h), F H • ) (where F H • is the filtration considered in Proposition 3.3, see also the subsequent Corollary 3.4 and the remark right before it) underlies the mixed Hodge module i h, * j * Q H U [n]. Then [Sai93, Formula (1.8.6)] yields the following relation between the filtration F H • N (h) and the Hodge filtration of j * Q H U [n] (which is F H • O X ( * D), and again we will freely denote it by F H • M(h) using the isomorphism M(h) → O X ( * D)):
in other words, we obtain
for all k > 1. As we have noticed in Corollary 3.4, we have the inclusion
we obtain by plugging it in formula (11) that
This is exactly formula (13) when shifting the indices by one.
Remark 3.6. As has been shown in [Sai93, Proposition 0.9] we have
is the pole order filtration. In our situation of a strongly Koszul free divisor, one easily sees that under the D X -linear isomorphism M(h) → O X ( * D) sending [1] to h −1 , each filtration step F ord k M(h) is contained in P k O X ( * D) with equality for k = 0 (the latter assertion follows from the involutivity of the basis χ + 1, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , i.e. the fact that 
. . , r}. Now we may rewrite Formula (11) as
Then we have for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}
. By definition of the set B ′ h , we have β(0) = 0 and hence a 0 = 0, so that finally [1] ∈ F H r+1 N (h), as required.
We obtain the following two important consequences.
Corollary 3.8. With the aforementioned notations, we have
Proof. (14), which says that 
Recall Formula
Summarizing, we have the following characterisation of the Hodge filtration on O X ( * D) ∼ = M(h) = D X /(χ + 1, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 ):
is given by Formula (13). In the remainder of this section, we discuss some techniques to calculate at least the zeroth Hodge ideal of a Koszul free divisor using our main result (Theorem 3.5). This is applied in the next section for some interesting examples.
Lemma 3.9. Let D ⊂ X be a free divisor, globally defined by certain h ∈ Γ(X, O X ), and let x ∈ D such that D is strongly Koszul at x. Let β(s) be any polynomial in C[s]. Then V 0 D Ct×X,(0,x) t, β(∂ t t), t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 ,χ + 1 ∩ D X,x [∂ t t] = D X,x [∂ t t] h, β(∂ t t), δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 ,χ + 1 .
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let us denote D Ct×X,(0,x) just by D. Before starting the proof, let us explain something we will take for granted throughout it: we know that V 0 D = C{x, t}[∂ x , ∂ t t] and that any P ∈ V 0 D can be expressed in a unique way as a series
with constant coefficients, and for each (β, m), the series α,ℓ a β,m α,ℓ x α t ℓ is convergent. Now, by using the identity t ℓ (∂ t t) m = (∂ t t − ℓ) m t ℓ we find another unique formal representation
and one easily sees that for fixed β, i, ℓ the series α c β,i α,ℓ x α is convergent. So we have a unique formal expression
and it makes sense to consider P ∈ D X,x [∂ t t][[t]], where the last ring is the completion of D X,x [∂ t t][t] with respect to the t -adic topology. Here one has to use that the left ideal generated by t coincides with the right ideal generated by t, and so it is a bilateral ideal, and also that the monomials t ℓ , ℓ ≥ 0, form a basis of D X,x [∂ t t][t] as a left and as a right D X,x [∂ t t]-module.
Let us now begin and denote by I the ideal t, β(∂ t t), t − h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 ,χ + 1 of V 0 D. One of the inclusions is trivial; let us show the other one. We will deal with a more suitable set of generators of I, namely {t,β, h, δ 1 , . . . , δ n−1 , χ + ∂ t t + 1}, whereβ = β(−χ − 1). Let then P ∈ I ∩ D X,x . There will exist Q, R, A, B 1 , . . . , B n−1 , C ∈ V 0 D such that
Our goal is to show that Q must vanish and that the other operators belong actually to
, and analogously for R, A, the B i and C. We can express the right-handside member of equation (16) as a new operator S = k S k t k . Moreover, since t,β, h, the δ i and χ + 1 are homogeneous operators in t, we have for every k ≥ 0 that
Comparing the S k ∈ D X,x [∂ t t] with the terms of degree k in t at the left-hand side, we find that the S k must vanish for every k > 0 necessarily. Let us write nowR = R − R 0 and similarly with the other operators. Each of them can be written as a series in t and we have checked that
Therefore,
Comparing again all the coefficients of the powers of t at both sides, the C k must vanish for k > 0 too. Summing up, we have been able to write P as a linear combination of h,β, the δ i and χ + 1 with coefficients in D X,x [∂ t t], as we wanted. Then, 1. D X,x [s] can be endowed with a structure of V 0 D Ct×X,(t,x) -module such that π becomes V 0 D Ct×X,(t,x) -linear.
As a consequence, the terms of the total order filtration T • D X,x [s] (see Definition 2.1) are O Ct×X,(t,x)modules.
2. For any k ≥ 0, we have the following equality of O Ct×X,(t,x) -modules:
Proof. Following the same convention as in Lemma 3.9 above, we will write O and D for O Ct×X,(t,x) and D Ct×X,(t,x) , respectively. We will define on D X, 
= π x (a · P (s)).
(17)
Note that we are replacing the powers of t by those of h in the third equality. Let us rewrite
the p β,m being convergent functions in O. Now dividing all such functions by t − h we can write them as
. (This is a very particular instance of the Weierstraß division theorem for convergent power series whose proof is elementary in this case.) Consequently,
and since for every β and every m we know that r βm (x) = p βm (x, h),
Let us focus now on the second point of the proposition. For any point (t, x) ∈ Γ(h) with t = 0, the canonical V -filtration of N (h) is trivial and J x = D X,x [s], so the statement is straightforward. Therefore, we can focus just on the points of the form (0, x) ∈ Γ(h). Take then an element ξ ∈ V 0 can N (h) ∩ F ord k N (h). Since by Corollary 2.8 we have V 0 can N (h) = V 1 ind N (h) + β(∂ t t)V 0 ind N (h), we know that there is a representative P ∈ D of ξ and that there are operators Q, R ∈ V 0 D and A, B 1 , . . . , B n−1 , C ∈ D such that
It is clear that t Q can be rewritten as Q ′ t for a suitable Q ′ ∈ V 0 D. Regarding β(∂ t t) R, let us expand R as k R k t k in an analogous fashion as in the proof of Lemma 3.9 with R k ∈ V 0 D. Then,
where R ′ ∈ V 0 D. Therefore, renaming Q ′ + R ′ as Q, we have a new expression
Notice that it follows from Proposition 2.14 that we can pick a new representative P ∈ F k D ∩ V 0 D of ξ, that is, we have P − P ∈ I(h), or, said otherwise, there are coefficients A ′ , B ′ 1 , . . . , B ′ n−1 , C ′ ∈ D such that
Hence (by replacing P with the expression from equation (18)) we obtain that the class ξ ∈ V 0 can N (h)∩F ord k N (h) can be represented by an operator P ∈ F k D ∩ V 0 D which has an expression
i and C := C + C ′ . By construction, the operators P , Q and R are elements in V 0 D. Then we apply Corollary 2.13 and conclude that also A, the B i and C belong to V 0 D. Now note that, even though the chosen representative P of ξ might contain nontrivial powers in t, we could take another one belonging to D X,x [∂ t t] replacing t by h as in equation (17). For any P ∈ F k D ∩ V 0 D, let us write P = A(t − h) + P following the same argument as above. It is clear that A ∈ V 0 D, and that ξ = [P ] = [ P ], with P belonging to
Summing up, we can choose P inside
Applying Lemma 3.9 above,
Replacing ∂ t t by −s provides the desired claim.
As a first application of Proposition 3.10 and Theorem 3.5, we can give a formula to calculate the zeroth Hodge ideal I 0 (D).
Corollary 3.11. Let D ⊂ X be a strongly Koszul free divisor, globally defined by certain h ∈ Γ(X, O X ). Let β(s) = α∈B ′ h (s − α) lα , where l α is the multiplicity of α − 1 in b h (s). Let J 0 be the ideal of O X defined as
Then,
Proof. Point 1 is a consequence of Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.10 above. For the second point we use formula (14). We know that
is seen as a O X -submodule of N (h). However, since J 0 ⊂ O X , there is actually no proper intersection and the claim follows. In order to obtain the formula for the zeroth Hodge ideal we just need to recall its definition and the isomorphism between O X ( * D) and M(h) (see point 2 of Proposition 2.2). Since F H 0 O X ( * D) = I 0 (D) · O X (D), we just need to multiply by h the elements of J 0 · h −1 ⊂ O X ( * D), but again, J 0 ⊂ O X , so I 0 (D) = J 0 and we are done. 
Examples
In this section, we apply Corollary 3.11 from above to calculate the zeroth Hodge ideal in some examples. Since it is known ([MP16, Proposition 10.1]) that I 0 (D) = J ((1 − ε)D), and an algorithm for the calculation of multiplier ideals exist (see [BL10] ), our approach provides an alternative way to compute these mutiplier ideals.
Notice that in some cases our methods yield results whereas the algorithm in loc.cit. does not terminate. The calculation of higher Hodge ideals for strongly Koszul free divisors is also possible using our method but most often computationally involved, so that we refrain from reproducing the calculations here.
Curves
It is well known that for any germ of a quasi-homogeneous plane curve (C, 0)
is the Euler, resp. the Hamiltonian vector field. Here f ∈ C{x, y} is a defining equation for (C, 0) and w 1 , w 2 ∈ Q are the weights of x resp. of y such that the quasi-homogeneous degree of f with respect to w 1 , w 2 is 1. It follows that χ(f ) = f and H f (f ) = 0, moreover, quasi-homogenous curves are strongly Koszul free, so that we have M(h) (0,0) = D C 2 ,0 D C 2 ,0 (H f , χ + 1) ∼ = O C 2 ,0 ( * C), and hence, using Corollary 3.11
As an example, for f = x 4 + y 5 , we have and so a Gröbner basis (with respect to the partial ordering given by the order of differential operators on D X and where s has degree one) of the ideal from which it follows that the intersection J ∩ O (C 2 ,0) is the ideal m 3 = (y 3 , xy 2 , x 2 y, y 3 ), which is well-known to be the multiplier ideal J ((1 − ε)f ) (since it equals the multiplier ideal of the monomial ideal (x 4 , y 5 ) by Howald's theorem, see [Laz04, Theorem 9.3.27]).
Arrangements
We consider central hyperplane arrangements D = k i=1 H i ⊂ C n . It is a longstanding question to detect when an arrangement is a free divisor; for a recent account, see [Dim17, Chapter 8 ]. However, if D is free, then it is strongly Koszul free since it is locally quasi-homogeneous (see, e.g., [CMNM02] for this implication), so that the methods from this paper do apply.
Here are a few results for low-dimensional free arrangements:
(xz 2 −yz 2 −2xzw+2yzw+xw 2 −yw 2 , y 2 z−yz 2 −y 2 w+z 2 w+yw 2 −zw 2 , xyz−yz 2 −xyw−xzw+yzw+z 2 w+xw 2 −zw 2 ,
x 2 z−yz 2 −x 2 w−2xzw+2yzw+z 2 w+2xw 2 −yw 2 −zw 2 , xy 2 −yz 2 −2xyw−y 2 w+2yzw+z 2 w+xw 2 +yw 2 −2zw 2 ,
x 2 y−yz 2 −x 2 w−2xyw+2yzw+z 2 w+2xw 2 −2zw 2 ) D 3 (x 2 − y 2 )(x 2 − z 2 )(y 2 − z 2 ) y 2 z−z 3 ,x 2 z−z 3 ,y 3 −yz 2 ,xy 2 −xz 2 ,x 2 y−yz 2 ,x 3 −xz 2 )
Similar calculations are possible for other arrangements, but the ideal I 0 (D) becomes difficult to print.
Sekiguchi's examples in dimension 3
Here we are performing calculations of Hodge ideals for some of the examples of divisors in C 3 that are discussed in the paper [Sek09] . We refer to loc.cit. for details on their construction and only produce the results of the calculation of I 0 (D) here. All these examples are given by weighted homogenous equations in three variables, and we write (d; d x , d y , d z ) for a weight vector, where d x , d y and d z are the weights of x, y and z and where d is the degree of the defining equation for the divisor D ⊂ C 3 .
Weight vector Equation
I 0 (D) (12; 2, 3, 4)
x 3 y 2 − 4x 4 z + (27/4)y 4 − 36xy 2 z + 32x 2 z 2 − 64z 3 (9y 2 − 32xz, x 2 + 12z) (12; 2, 3, 4) 2x 6 + 18x 3 y 2 − 3x 4 z + 27y 4 − 18xy 2 z + z 3 (y 2 , x 2 − z) (9; 1, 2, 3)
z(x 2 y 2 − 4x 3 z − 4y 3 + 18xyz − 27z 2 (y 2 − 3xz, xy − 9z, x 2 z − 3yz) (9; 1, 2, 3) z(−2y 3 + 9xyz + 45z 2 ) (z, y 2 )
Linear free divisors
The paper [BM06] introduced a large class of examples of free divisors which appear as discriminants in prehomogenous vector spaces. Since the module Θ(− log D) has a basis of linear (in the global coordinates) vector fields in these examples, the divisor D is called linear free. A rich source of linear free divisors comes from representation of quivers. It can be shown that the strong Koszul assumption is satisfied in these cases if the underlying graph of the quiver is of ADE-type. Quivers of type A yield free divisors with normal crossings, so the first non-trivial example is the discriminant in the representation space of the D 4 -quiver. Here we have D ⊂ Mat(2 × 3, C) = a 11 a 12 a 13 a 21 a 22 a 23 | a ij ∈ C , where D = V (h) and h = ∆ 1 · ∆ 2 · ∆ 3 , with ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 being the three maximal minors of an element of Mat(2 × 3, C) (hence, h is a homogenous equation of degree 6). In this case, we have b h (s) = (s + 1) 4 (s + 2/3)(s + 4/3) and hence we consider J = h, s − 1/3, δ 1 , . . . , δ 5 , χ − s + 1 ⊂ D C 6 [s].
The intersection with O C 6 (which can equivalently be calculated as D C 6 h, δ 1 , . . . , δ 5 , χ + 2/3 ∩ O C 6 ) is I 0 (D) = (a 13 a 22 − a 12 a 23 , a 13 a 21 − a 11 a 23 , a 12 a 21 − a 11 a 22 ).
This discriminant is a first example of the series where the underlying graph of the quiver is of D n -type. The next example is the D 5 -quiver, where the discriminant in the 10-dimensional representation space yielding a and we obtain I 0 (D) = (aei + bf i − acj − bkj, aeg + bf g − ach − bkh, kehi − cf hi − kegj + cf gj, achi + bkhi − acgj − bkgj).
Notice that for this example, the computation of the multiplier ideal J ((1 − ε)D) with the methods from [BL10] does not terminate.
Another typical example of a linear free divisor in low dimensions is the discriminant in the space of binary cubics (see, e.g., [GMNS09, Examples 1.4. (2)]). Here we have D = V(h), where h = −y 2 z 2 + 4xz 3 + 4y 3 w − 18xyzw + 27x 2 w 2 ∈ C[x, y, z, w], and we obtain that I 0 (D) = (z 2 − 3yw, yz − 9xw, y 2 − 3xz)
The Whitney umbrella and the cross caps
We finish this section by mentioning two examples that slightly fall out of the general setup of this paper. Namely, consider the Whitney umbrella D = V(h) = V(x 2 − y 2 z) ⊂ C 3 . This is not free divisor, indeed, we have Θ(− log D) = = s 2 (s − 1/2). It follows the the integer r appearing in Lemma 3.7 is zero, and hence we deduce from Corollary 3.8 that F H • O C 3 ( * D) ∼ = F ord M(h). A similar reasoning applies to the higher dimensional example D = V(h) := V(x 1 x 2 x 2 3 x 4 + x 3 3 x 2 4 − x 2 1 x 2 3 x 5 + x 3 2 x 4 − x 1 x 2 2 x 5 + 3x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 − 2x 1 x 3 x 2 5 − x 3 5 ) ⊂ C 5 , called cross-cap, which again is not free (the module of logarithmic vector fields has 9 generators), here we have b h (s) = (s + 1) 3 (s + 3/2)(s + 4/3)(s + 5/3).
As a conclusion, we obtain that for both the Whitney umbrella and the cross-cap we have I 0 (D) = O X , but I k (D) O X for all k > 1. Actually, these two examples are the first two of a whole series, which is discussed in [HL09] . However, it is unclear at this point whether we always have the equality F H • O X ( * D) ∼ = F ord M(h) since this needs the fact that the roots of b h (s) are contained in (−2, 1], and a general formula for the Bernstein polynomial for the elements in this series is not known (actually, it seems computational impossible to obtain b h (s) even for the next example, which is a divisor in C 7 ).
